House Meeting of February 12, 2004
… In Which Jim Dons
Mysterious Black Slippers
And It is Revealed that Kayo Is, Indeed,
Wearing
Pants
John runs in red faced has trouble breathing

(hmmmmmmmm)

RH Talent Show February 28th
DEVELOP A TALENT
Or … A STUNT
Or … A JOKE/PUN
There will be awards for the low as well as the high
“Can I fall out of a chair?” - Chris Lee
“Stunts are things you don’t do at every house meting.”
“Can I have $3,000?” - Chris Lee
Stunts are stuff you can’t get lessons for and that don’t involve death
NOMINATE JUDGES!
YOU CAN MAKE YOUR OWN PIZZAS!
“We’re willing to take that risk.” - Jeremy
There was an RA info meeting. Anna kicked some Prospective-RA bootie.
John (still red-faced, panting less): “Lets have themed meetings. The next meeting will
be Emo/Punk/Indie or anything that involves a fo-hawk.”
Note: This may just be John’s weird thing. He hopes it will be in the
minutes. It is.
“(I’m) … a walking open wound, a trophy display
of bruises, and I don’t believe I’m getting any
better.” - Dashboard Confessionals
LLLLLLLLLLL
Claire is the VP of Hitchcock and made a short speech at Snell, for which she was
lauded.
In two Fridays, come hear the U Chorus sing Voices of Light, soundtrack to the silent

film Life of Joan of Ark, at Rockefeller Chapel. It will be creepy cool for $8.
Manoah says hi to Burke. Hi Manoah.
Secretaries don’t have anything to say. We’re writing.
Treasurer Chris is being thwarted by lack of paperwork. Adi Smackdown To Occur.
Josie Dalloway is planning a DANCE PARTY! Snell can come .. In the rec room next
Friday, cool to the max, 10 o’clock to 1 o’clock
Note: Brian may fold ping pong table.
DJ anyone? Let Josie know.
Josie Dalloway is planning a Japanese movie series, not to be confused with her
Japanese dance party. Come for some 7 Samurai next Monday after masters at 9:00.
Peter O’Toole or Mooshi Mooshi - you decide.
KO does not exist but does play SCAV HUNT in which all is fair in Love and Ping Pong I
mean WAR, but be careful because too much scav hunt will blind your children
For example: excrement catapult, OED ’61, beat box, James Bond potluck,
DFW: porn and sadness (chicken)
Seriously though, kids, people will actually be going to TMLMTBGB -- for real this
time MARK YOUR CALENDERS FOR NEXT SATURDAY!
As secretaries, we would like to use our bully pulpit to advocate real change in the
dorm. Now we all saw what happens when Seren is forced to get up and come to the
podium during house meetings.

This can not be allowed to

happen again.
We move that whichever section is responsible for bringing food to the meeting also be
required to bring rope, shackles, or other means of restraining our IHC rep. See what
happens when he is forced to actually get off his lazy ass go to the front of the room!!!!
It took us 20 minutes to conclude that SG is just a big douche bag and should not be
allowed to invade the sanctity of the green room. That should be common knowledge-not a 20 minute debate!! What did you expect from someone who spends hours
serenading Analise with his guitar0-rendition of ‘Godfather’? Use your heads! The fate
of the world is in your hands! Now if we wanted to coordinate some sort of Glorious
Revolution, then that would be worth a good 20 minutes of our time.
Guys who (don’t) play basketball owe the house $30. That’s $30 less scav hunt
goodness. And you made Shannon sad. For shame.
Holy Rusted Metal, Batman! RCAs can speak!! www.windowsupdate.microsoft.com
Is there wireless in the bathroom? Only one way to find out…

“If it looks sketch, don’t click on it” -JN (he’s so wise)
1 = food
2 = lock doors or chairs and bras disappear
Is there something missing from your room Emily? Because we’re
sitting here typing up the minutes lounging across our luxurious hardwood
furniture, basking in the glory of the afternoon sunlight, so thankful that we
have one chair for our tooshies and another for our footsies. And
what fine
tooshies they are. Butt (hehe) you already knew that.
3 = some members actually seen around the dorm this week! Alert the media! Up is
down! Black is white! The President is a criminal! (not you, Johnny, we love you)
4 = sick, but expanding
5 = Shower Connect 4 (on V-day, but not in that way)
Jared Weiss won his own tournament. Maybe that had something to with the fact that it
was named after him. We’re pretty sure we could win a “Burke and Margaret kick ass”
tournament. There wouldn’t be that much competition.
“Snell has nothing”
Orange Jell-O prevents suicide

We love Rachael and are super happy that she is
coming to live here! Go visit her in #423! She’s
really sweet and adorable. Call her Lisa, just for
kicks!
Ben wants foosball --------- endowment. We suggest that the air hockey table might be
a good place for it
*** “Burke and Margaret kick ass” - Burke and Margaret Signing off - remember: You are not alone.

